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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method for implementing
a game AI with a persona using Monte-Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS). Video games are now a powerful entertainment media
not just for players but spectators as well. Since each spectator
has personal preferences, customized spectator-specific gameplay
is arguably a promising option to increase the entertainment
value of video games streaming. In this paper, we focus on
personas, which represent playstyles in the game, in particular
fighting games. In order to create an AI player (character) with
a given persona, we use a recently developed variant of MCTS
called Puppet-Master MCTS, which controls all characters in
the game, and introduce a new evaluation function, which makes
each character take their actions according to the given persona,
and roulette selection-based simulation to this MCTS. The results
of a conducted experiment using FightingICE, a fighting game
platform used in a game AI competition at CIG since 2014, show
that the proposed method can make both characters successfully
behave according to given personas, which were identified by
participants – spectators – in the experiment.

Index Terms—Monte-Carlo tree search, persona, play style,
fighting game AI, FightingICE

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, more than 100 million spectators watch
gameplay videos (GPV) every month using streaming plat-
forms such as Twitch and YouTube. This phenomenon sug-
gests video games are a powerful entertainment media not just
for players but spectators as well. Spectators can be divided
into three groups. “Let’s Play” (LP) is one of them where
spectators enjoy watching GPVs streamed by live stream-
ers [1]. Such spectators often look for GPVs that entertain
themselves by judging GPVs according to not only how well
the players play them but also how entertaining those GPVs
are. As a result, it is desirable that game streamers must
be able to generate customized spectator-specific GPVs that
match their spectators’ preferences. Due to a wide variety of

spectators’ preferences, it is, however, challenging for stream-
ers to provide such GPVs. Recently, Thawonmas and Harada
proposed a novel concept of called procedural play generation
(PPG) [2]. Their goal is to generate GPVs automatically and
recommend those GPVs to spectators according to their prefer-
ences. To realize this concept, one needs artificial intelligence
(AI) methods for automatically generating GPVs with various
contents and recommender systems for recommending GPVs
to spectators according to their preferences. In this paper, we
cope with the AI part.

In particular, we propose a method that can automati-
cally generate various GPVs using Monte-Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) [3], [4]. We target fighting games, one of the game
genres whose GPVs are often streamed by streamers and
adopted as competitions in eSports. In addition, we focus on
playstyles in fighting games; such styles are called personas
[5]. In order to generate GPVs where each AI player (char-
acter) has a specific persona, we adopt a recently proposed
MCTS called Puppet-Master MCTS (PM-MCTS) [6] that
controls all characters in the game as a base method and
introduce a new evaluation function that is based on the
distance between both characters and their actions. We also
introduce roulette selection to the simulation part in PM-
MCTS to improve the simulation accuracy. We verify whether
our proposed method can generate GPVs where the characters
have personas by a subjective experiment using FightingICE,
a fighting game platform used in a game AI competition at
CIG since 2014 [7].

II. RELATED WORK

A. Persona

According to Tychsen and Canossa [5], persona in the game
context is the playstyle of a player. They analyzed playstyles
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of various game players, and those playstyles were used for
testing game designs. Following this definition of persona,
Holmgård et al. [8] proposed a method for implementing
AIs that behave according to specified personas using MCTS.
They classified five personas in “MiniDungeons 2”, which
is a turn-based rogue-like game. They also introduced an
evaluation function for each persona to MCTS to make the
AI behave according to the given persona. From their exper-
imental results, they showed that their proposed AIs could
play “MiniDungeons 2” according to the specified personas in
terms of the AIs’ action frequcies and differences in decision
making. However, they did not quantitatively verify whether
spectators could subjectively recognize and identify the AIs’
personas.

B. Puppet-Master MCTS

PM-MCTS is a variant of MCTS, proposed by Ito et al. [6],
that controls all characters in the game using only a single
game tree. An open loop approach [9] is adopted in PM-
MCTS. Figure 1 shows an overview of PM-MCTS applied to
a two-player fighting game, such as FightingICE. In this tree,
according to the open loop approach, each node represents an
action choice for either of the character (circle: P1; square:
P2) that can execute a new action. PM-MCTS builds such a
tree starting from an initial state, defined by information such
as the Hit-Point (HP), energy, coordinates, and action of each
character and the game remaining time. Each edge represents
the ongoing execution of two actions: one just started from the
parent node and the other started earlier by the other character.
Note that the branching factor at a given node in PM-MCTS
is the number of actions of the respective character, not the
combination of all possible actions from all characters. In
addition, it is more straight-forward and efficient to build the
opponent models for PM-MCTS than for multiple MCTs, one
for each character.

PM-MCTS comprises five steps: selection, expansion, sim-
ulation, backpropagation, and decision making, the first four
of which are the usual steps in MCTS algorithms. These five
steps are described individually in the following subsections.

1) Selection: Nodes are selected from the root node until a
leaf node is reached according to the given selection criterion.
In our work, we use Upper Confidence Bounds (UCB1)
value [10], which is widely used in this step of MCTS, defined
by the following formula:

UCB1pli = X
pl

i + C

√
2 lnN

Ni
, (1)

where Ni is the number of times node (action) i was visited,
N is the sum of Ni for node i and its sibling nodes, and
C is a constant. X

pl

i defined in formula (2) is the average
evaluation value of node i from the perspective of character
pl, the one who can start executing an action at this node. It
is worth reminding that every node of the tree contains the
UCB1 values from the perspective of both characters, as well
as a counter on how many times the node has been visited.

When the AI selects a child node, it uses the UCB1 value of
the character who can start the next action at its parent node.

X
pl

i =
1

Ni

Ni∑
j=1

Evalplj , (2)

where Evalplj is the reward value gained in the jth simulation
from the perspective of character pl.

In this work, the AI selects the nodes with the highest
UCB1 value from the root node until a leaf node is reached.

2) Expansion: After a leaf node is reached in the Selection
step, if the number of times the leaf node has been explored
exceeds a threshold Nmax and the depth of the tree is lower
than a threshold Dmax, all possible child nodes are created
at once from the leaf node. If the root node is the only node
in the tree, PM-MCTS creates all of its child nodes, ignoring
above conditions. Each newly created child node represents
the game state when either of the characters can start a new
action after the character at the parent node has finished its
action. Note that if both characters can start their action at a
leaf node of interest, PM-MCTS creates child nodes for P1
first, and when this situation happens again it creates child
nodes for P2, and this alternation is continued.

3) Simulation: A simulation is carried out for Tsim sec-
onds, sequentially using all actions of both characters in the
path from the root node to the current leaf node. If Tsim has
not passed yet after those actions have been executed, a rollout
will be carried out until Tsim runs out using randomly selected
actions; in other words, Tsim limits the rollout depth in this
case. Each character’s Evalj is then calculated using formula
(2).

4) Backpropagation: Each character’s Evalj obtained in
the Simulation step is backpropagated from the leaf node
to the root node. Each character’s UCB1 value at each node
along the path is updated as well.

5) Decision Making: PM-MCTS repeats the above four
steps until the character who will be executing an action at
the root node becomes available to do so ,i.e., the character’s
previous action has finished. The AI then chooses the char-
acter’s action according to a given recommendation policy. In
this work, it selects the edge (action) connected to the direct
child node that has the highest X

pl

i from the root node as the
next action. That child node will be used as the next root node
and its sibling nodes will be pruned. This step is explicitly
described here and shown in Fig. 1 to emphasize the reuse of
tree structures, as often done in the open-loop approach.

III. PERSONAS IN FIGHTING GAMES

In this section, we give the definition of personas in fighting
games. In this work, we define two fighting-game personas,
i.e., RushDown and Zoning, and individually assign them a set
of actions. Both action sets do not overlap and are fixed during
gameplay. The details of them are described in the following
subsections.



Fig. 1: An overview of PM-MCTS for a two-player game

A. RushDown

RushDown is a playstyle in fighting games where the player
prefers to fight in close ranges. The behavioral tendency of
RushDown is that the player often uses moving actions such as
step forward to approach the opponent and close-range attacks
such as punch or kick. In FightingICE, described in Section V,
the actions shown in Table I are defined as actions belonging
to RushDown.

B. Zoning

Zoning is a playstyle in fighting games where the player
prefers to fight while keeping a certain distance with the
opponent. The behavioral tendency of Zoning is that the player
often uses moving actions such as back step to move away
from the opponent, and long-range attacks such as fire-ball
shoots. In FightingICE, the actions shown in Table II are
defined as actions belonging to Zoning.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we describe the proposed method for au-
tomatically generating GPVs where each character behaves
according to the given persona. PM-MCTS is used as a
base method, but we introduce a new evaluation function
and roulette selection-based simulation. The details of our
proposed method are given in the following subsections.

A. Evaluation function

The proposed evaluation function for character pl in the jth
simulation is defined as follows:

Evalplj = ePersonaplj × eHP pl
j , (3)

where ePersonaplj is the evaluation value regarding how much
the character’s persona could be realized at a node of interest
and is defined as

ePersonaplj =
actplPersonaj

+ distplPersonaj

3
(4)

TABLE I: All actions belonging to RushDown

Skill name Skill content Damage
STAND A Simple punch 5
STAND B Simple kick 10
CROUCH A Crouch punch 5
CROUCH B Crouch kick 10
STAND D DB BA Jumping punch 10
STAND D DB BB Sliding kick 20
FORWARD WALK Walk forward 0
DASH Dash forward 0

TABLE II: All actions belonging to Zoning
Skill name Skill content Damage
STAND D DF FA Shoot projectile forward 10
STAND D DF FB Shoot strong projectile forward 40
THROW A Throw the opponent 10
THROW B Strongly throw the opponent 20
BACK STEP Step back 0
BACK JUMP Jump backward 0
FOR JUMP Jump forward 0

In the above formula, actplPersonaj
is the term that evaluates

whether character pl conducts an action belonging to the
given persona, Persona ∈ {RushDown,Zoning}, in this
simulation and is defined as

actplPersonaj
=

{
1 (belongs to Persona)
−1 (otherwise)

(5)

If the character conducts an action belonging to Persona, it
will obtain a positive evaluation; otherwise, a negative one.

The term distplPersonaj
considers the distance between both

characters. In our work, according to our experience and
preliminary experiments, we define distplPersonaj

when the
persona of character pl is RushDown (formula (6)) and Zoning
(formula (7)), respectively, as follows:



distplRushDownj
=

{
2 (distance < 130)
2− (distancewidth × 4) (otherwise)

(6)

distplzoningj =


−2 (distance < 240)
2 (240 ≤ distance < 450)
2− (distancewidth × 4) (otherwise)

(7)

In formulas (6) and (7), distance represents the distance
between the characters, and width is the number of pixels
indicating the width of the game screen. When a character
is within the distance range suitable for realization of the
given persona, the highest evaluation value is obtained. In our
work, we define the distance that a short-range attack hits
the opponent as a suitable distance for RushDown while the
distance that a long-range attack hits the opponent and that
a character can avoid the opponent’s close-range attacks as a
suitable distance for Zoning.

In addition, in formula (3), eHP pl
j is the term that evaluates

how much the HP of the opponent of character pl has
decreased and is defined as follows:

eHP pl
j = oppHProot − oppHProllout (6)

where oppHProot and oppHProllout stand for the HP of the
opponent at the root node and after the rollout, respectively. If
character pl gives a high amount of damage to the opponent,
eHP will have a high value. The main role of this term is
to keep the believability of character pl: if there was only
ePersona in our evaluation function, for example, a character
might conduct unnatural actions such as repeating punch or
dash only to realize RushDown, its persona.

The proposed evaluation function makes the character select
actions by considering not only how to realize its persona but
also always how to defeat the opponent, which is the main
purpose of players in fighting games.

B. Roulette selection applied to rollout

The original PM-MCTS uses randomly selected actions for
both characters in the rollout. However, if this was adopted in
our work, actions not appropriate for each character’s persona
might be conducted. This may cause inaccurate evaluation of
all nodes in the current path if the random-based rollout is still
used.

In order to solve this issue, we introduce roulette selection,
where the actions belonging to the persona of a character of
interest have higher weights, to the rollout. The algorithm of
roulette selection is shown in Algorithm 1. As the variables
in this algorithm, actionList is a list containing all actions,
actF it is an array containing all actions’ fitness values, dart is
a threshold, and totalF it is a sum of all actions’ fitness values
in actF it. The function initialize() initializes the fitness values
of all actions passed to it as the argument actionList. In our

Algorithm 1 Algorithm of roulette selection

// initializes all actions’ fitness values
actF it← initialize(actionList)
dart← random(0,1)
wheel← actF it[0]/totalF it
count← 0
while dart > wheel do

count← count+ 1
wheel← wheel + actF it[count]/totalF it

end while
//Returns the action selected by roulette selection
return ActionList.get(count)

Algorithm 2 Algorithm of the proposed method

state← getNowState() //Gets the current game state
root← Initialize(state) //Initializes the root node
while !isGameEnd do

activeP layer ← root.activeP layer
//Runs PM-MCTS until activeP layer can execute its
next action
bestAct← TreeSearch(root, state, activeP layer)
runAction(bestAct, activeP layer)
root← nextRoot(root, bestAct) //Changes the root node
state← getNowState() //Gets the current game state

end while

work, the fitness value of each action is set to 3 if it belongs to
the action set defined in the persona of a character of interest;
otherwise, 1, not 0 in order to allow actions not belonging to
this persona but with a strong damage value to be also chosen.

This mechanism makes a character of interest use actions
that belong to its persona in a rollout more and hence increases
the accuracy of the simulation.

C. Algorithm of the proposed method

Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm of the proposed method.
As the variables in this algorithm, state represents the cur-
rent game state, root is the root node, activeP layer is
the character who will be executing the next action in the
game, and bestAct is the selected action by PM-MCTS.
The function getNowState() is for obtaining the current game
state, initialize() is for initializing a node passed to it as the
argument, TreeSearch() is for running PM-MCTS, runAction()
is for conducting an action passed to it as the argument, and
nextRoot() is for changing the root node.

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we describe the conducted experiment to
verify the performance of the proposed method (P-AI).

A. FightingICE

FightingICE (Fig. 2) is a real-time 2D fighting game plat-
form used in a game AI competition (FTGAIC)1 at CIG since

1http://www.ice.ci.ritsumei.ac.jp/˜ftgaic/
https://github.com/TeamFightingICE/FightingICE



Fig. 2: Screenshot of FightingICE

2014 [7] and for research [6, 11-23]. Because FightingICE has
been originally developed from scratch without using a ROM
emulator and publicly made available, there are no legal issues
to be concerned. In FightingICE, one game consists of three
60-second rounds, and one frame lasts 1/60 seconds. Each
character has to decide and input an action in one frame.
The HP for both characters is initially set to HPmax and
it decreases when the corresponding character is hit. When
the play is conducted for 60 seconds or either of the two
characters’ HP becomes 0, the game will proceed to the next
round unless the current round is the 3rd one, after which
each character’s HP will be reset to HPmax. The character
with the larger remaining HP at the end of a round is the
round’s winner. In our experiment, the value of HPmax is set
to 400 according to the rule of Standard Track of FTGAIC.

One of the limitations, from our work’s perspective, of
FightingICE used in FTGAIC is that each character must be
individually controlled. To remove this limitation, we modified
some functions in FightingICE so that PPM-MCTS can control
both characters. Another limitation is that the characters can
only obtain each time a game state delayed by 15 frames (0.25
s), taking into account the delay of human perception. How-
ever, since our work is focused on the generation of GPVs,
not on the development of a character for fighting against
another AI opponent or a human opponent in competitions,
we also removed the delay from the FightingICE platform in
our experiment.

B. AIs and parameters in use

In the experiment, we compared the proposed AI (P-AI)
and another MCTS-based AI (M-AI) that controls only one
character [18] using the same evaluation function and roulette
selection described in Section IV. The parameters used in
both AIs are shown in Table III. These parameters were set
empirically through pre-experiments.

C. Details

Our experiment consists of 35 participants (average age:
22.8± 2.6).

TABLE III: Parameters used in the experiment

Notation Meaning Value
C Balancing parameter 0.025

Nmax Threshold of the number of visits 10
Dmax Threshold of the tree depth 10
Tsim Simulation-time budget 60 frames
width Width of the game screen 960 pixels

TABLE IV: Persona of each character in a fight

P1 P2
RushDown RushDown
Zoning Zoning
RushDown Zoning
Zoning RushDown

1) Generation of GPVs: A 60-second GPV for each com-
bination of two personas shown in Table IV was generated by
each AI, leading to eight GPVs2 in total. For generation of
GPVs, the P-AI controlled both characters. However, since an
M-AI can control only one character, two M-AIs (2M-AIs),
each assigned a persona accordingly, were used to generate a
GPV; at the simulation step, the opponent’s actions are selected
by roulette selection using its persona.

2) Procedure: The procedure of our experiment is as fol-
lows:

1) Explain the concept of each of the two personas,
RushDown and Zoning, and show sample GPVs to a
participant.

2) Ask each participant to watch one of the generated
GPVs.

3) Ask each participant to choose the persona for P1
and that for P2, among “RushDown”, “Zoning”, and
“Other”.

4) Repeat Steps 2) and 3) for all generated GPVs.
Note that at Step 2), a GPV was displayed in random order.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we show the experimental results and our
discussions in terms of whether the participants were able to
identify each character’s persona in GPVs. The summarization
tables of the correctly answering participants and incorrectly
answering participants for both characters (a), P1 (b), and
P2 (c) in each GPV are shown in Tables V–IX, in a 2×2
contingency table style often used in the McNemar’s test
conducted below. In these tables, P, M, T, F, and S are P-AI,
2M-AIs, the number of participants who correctly answered,
the number of people who incorrectly answered, and the sum
of numbers in the corresponding row or column, respectively.
Note that in each table (a), we counted the number of partici-
pants who correctly answered the personas of both characters
as T; otherwise, F. We describe the result of each persona
combination in the following subsections.

A. RushDown vs RushDown

Table V shows the summarization of the numbers of correct
participants and incorrect participants for the RushDown vs

2http://www.ice.ci.ritsumei.ac.jp/˜ruck/personaGPVs-cig2018.htm



RushDown GPVs generated by P-AI and 2M-AIs. In Ta-
bles Va and Vb, we can see that the participants could correctly
answer the personas of both P1&P2 and P1 alone in the
GPV generated by P-AI (33/35 or 94.3% in both cases) more
than those in the one generated by 2M-AIs (P1&P2: 17/35 or
48.6%, P1: 18/35 or 51.4%). From the results of McNemar’s
tests, there are significant differences at 1% between P-AI and
2M-AIs in both cases. However, from Table Vc, both AIs
obtain a high accuracy. From our observation, P2, controlled
by either P-AI or 2M-AIs, aggressively shortened the distance
between the characters even than P1 in the GPV generated
by P-AI. Due to this behavior, P2’s persona was judged as
RushDown by most of the participants.

B. Zoning vs Zoning
Table VI shows the summarization of the numbers of

correct participants and incorrect participants for the Zoning
vs Zoning GPVs generated by P-AI and 2M-AIs. We can see
that the participants could correctly answer the personas in
the GPV generated by P-AI (P1&P2: 16/35 or 45.7%, P1:
31/35 or 88.6%, and P2: 20/35 or 57.1%) more than those
in the one generated by 2M-AIs (P1&P2: 1/35 or 2.9%, P1:
4/35 or 11.4%, and P2: 12/35 or 34.3%). From the results
of McNemar’s tests, there are significant differences at 1%
between P-AI and 2M-AIs for P1&P2 and P1, and at 10% for
P2. However, there are fewer people who correctly answered
both characters’ personas than those who did not. This is due
to the specification of attacks belonging to Zoning. All of the
attacks in Zoning given in Table II need energy to conduct
them, and this makes zoning characters select moving actions
such as a jump forward. In addition, when both characters
approach each other due to such moving actions, they often
conduct actions that give damage to their opponent according
to the term eHP in formula (6). Due to these behaviors, both
characters’ personas were judged as RushDown by a number
of participants, especially in the GPV generated by 2M-AIs.

C. RushDown vs Zoning
Table VIII shows the numbers of correct participants and

incorrect participants for the RushDown vs Zoning GPVs
generated by P-AI and 2M-AIs. From these tables, we can
see that the participants could correctly answer the personas
in the GPV generated by P-AI more than those in the one
generated by 2M-AIs for all cases, especially P1&P2 and P2.
From the results of McNemar’s tests, there are significant
differences at 1% between P-AI and 2M-AIs for the three
cases. This is because each M-AI individually decides actions
according to its own evaluation function, without considering
the opponent’s next action, which is different from P-AI. This
often caused mismatched fighting such as approaching each
other, which looks like RushDown vs RushDown. Due to these
behaviors, many participants answered wrong personas in the
GPV generated by 2M-AIs.

D. Zoning vs RushDown
Table IX shows the summarization of the numbers of

correct participants and incorrect participants for the Zoning vs

TABLE V: The numbers of correct participants and incorrect
participants for the RushDown vs RushDown GPVs generated
by P-AI and 2M-AIs

(a) P1 & P2

H
HHHP

M T F S

T 17 16 33
F 0 2 2
S 17 18 35

(b) P1

HH
HHP
M T F S

T 18 15 33
F 0 2 2
S 18 17 35

(c) P2

HH
HHP
M T F S

T 33 1 34
F 1 0 1
S 34 1 35

TABLE VI: The numbers of correct participants and incorrect
participants for the Zoning vs Zoning GPVs generated by P-AI
and 2M-AIs

(a) P1 & P2
HHHHP

M T F S

T 1 15 16
F 0 19 19
S 1 34 35

(b) P1
H
HHHP

M T F S

T 4 27 31
F 0 4 4
S 4 31 35

(c) P2
H

HHHP
M T F S

T 7 13 20
F 5 10 15
S 12 23 35

RushDown GPVs generated by P-AI and 2M-AIs. In Tables Xa
and Xb, we can see that the participants could correctly answer
the personas of P1&P2 and P1 in the GPV generated by
P-AI (P1&P2: 22/35 or 62.9%, P1: 31/35 or 88.6%) more
than those in the one generated by 2M-AIs (P1&P2: 1/35
or 2.9%, P1: 2/35 or 5.7%). From the results of McNemar’s
tests, there is a significant difference at 1% between P-AI and
2M-AIs for each of the aforementioned two cases. However,
from Table Xc, there are fewer correct participants for P2’s
persona in the GPV generated by P-AI than that by 2M-AIs,
with a significant difference at 10%. From our observation,
in the GPV generated by P-AI, P2 sometimes used projectile
attacks belonging to Zoning. This is because such attacks, if
used, can give more damage than simple close-range attacks
belonging to RushDown, causing the term eHP for P-AI to
obtain a much higher evaluation value than ePersona and
hence making rushdown characters behave like Zoning rather
than RushDown.

E. Summary of the results

In summary, we can conclude that the participants could
better identify both characters’ personas in the GPVs generated
by P-AI than those in the GPVs generated by 2M-AIs. As



TABLE VIII: The numbers of correct participants and incor-
rect participants for the RushDown vs Zoning GPVs generated
by P-AI and 2M-AIs

(a) P1 & P2

H
HHHP

M T F S

T 4 28 32
F 1 2 3
S 5 30 35

(b) P1

HH
HHP
M T F S

T 20 12 32
F 1 2 3
S 21 14 35

(c) P2

HH
HHP
M T F S

T 8 25 33
F 1 1 2
S 9 26 35

TABLE IX: The numbers of correct participants and incorrect
participants for the Zoning vs RushDown GPVs generated by
P-AI and 2M-AIs

(a) P1 & P2
HHHHP

M T F S

T 1 21 22
F 0 13 13
S 1 34 35

(b) P1
H
HHHP

M T F S

T 2 29 31
F 0 4 4
S 2 33 35

(c) P2
H
HHHP

M T F S

T 21 3 24
F 10 1 11
S 31 4 35

mentioned earlier, P-AI controls both characters based on the
information on their future actions. Due to this mechanism,
P-AI can select the next action for each character that well
expresses its persona.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Video games are now an attractive entertainment media not
just for players but also spectators. To provide customized
spectator-specific GPVs that match various kinds of spectators’
preferences, AIs that can automatically generate GPVs with
a variety of contents are needed. In this paper, we focused
on personas, which represent playstyles, in fighting games. In
order to generate GVPs where each character plays according
to a given persona, we adopted a recently developed variant
of MCTS called Puppet-Master MCTS, which controls all
characters in the game, and introduced a new evaluation
function and roulette selection-based simulation to this MCTS.

The results of the conducted experiment confirmed that the
proposed AI can make both characters successfully behave
according to their personas, which were identified by the
participants or spectators in the experiment. However, the pro-
posed AI still has an issue when controlling characters having
the persona of Zoning. For future work, we plan to develop

new evaluation functions and mechanisms to realize given
personas more accurately. In addition, we plan to introduce
more personas besides RushDown and Zoning for generating a
higher variety of GPVs. It might also be interesting to consider
believability [23] and human-play emulation [24] aspects or
to analyze generated gameplay with action metrics recently
proposed by Zook and Riedl [25]. We also plan to verify
whether GPVs generated by our proposed AI can entertain
spectators through extensive user studies.
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